All Good-Faith Impairments of Classes Are Created Equal

All chapter 11 debtors need to have an impaired accepted class under § 1129(a)(10) of the Bankruptcy Code. The limits on a debtor’s ability to “artificially” impair a class to satisfy § 1129(a)(10) may determine whether a debtor can reorganize. In Western Real Estate Equities LLC v. Village at Camp Bowie I LP (In re Village at Camp Bowie I LP), the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit addressed “artificial” impairment. Under the plan proposed by the debtor, Village at Camp Bowie I LP, there were two impaired classes of creditors. One class included the oversecured claim of Western Real Estate Equities LLC, and a second class included unsecured claims.

With respect to Western’s fully secured claim, the plan provided for payments, including interest, on a five-year note with a balloon payment due at the end of the term on all unpaid principal and interest. With respect to the class of unsecured creditors, the plan provided for payment in full, without interest, within three months of the effective date. The holders of all 38 unsecured claims in the case, with claims aggregating approximately $59,000, voted to accept the plan. Western, on account of its secured claims in excess of $30 million, voted to reject the plan.

Not surprisingly, Western argued that the Village at Camp Bowie had the financial wherewithal to pay the unsecured claims in full on the effective date and that it impaired such unsecured claims “solely” to create an impaired class to satisfy § 1129(a)(10). Western further argued that such “artificial” impairment constituted an “abuse of the bankruptcy process” and, accordingly, that the plan was not proposed in good faith as required by § 1129(a)(3).

Noting that the definition of impairment in § 1124 of the Bankruptcy Code does not “require any particular degree of impairment,” the bankruptcy court refused to distinguish “between artificial and economically driven impairment.” The bankruptcy court declared that “in the usual case, artificial impairment does not amount per se to a failure of good faith.” Thus, the bankruptcy court held that the plan was proposed in good faith because it was proposed for “legitimate bankruptcy purposes of reorganizing its debts, continuing its real estate venture and preserving its nontrivial equity in its real estate.

On appeal, the Fifth Circuit recognized the split of authority on whether a plan may be confirmed notwithstanding “artificial” impairment of a class of claims. The Eighth Circuit and certain lower courts have held that a class of claims should not be considered impaired for purposes of § 1129(a)(10) if the impairment is the result of the plan proponents’ exercise of “discretion” and not “driven by economic ‘need.’” Conversely, the Ninth Circuit and certain other lower courts adopted a plain-language interpretation of § 1129(a)(10) consistent with the holding of the bankruptcy court in Village at Camp Bowie.

Aligning itself with the Ninth Circuit, the Fifth Circuit declined to recognize any distinction between “artificial” and “economically driven” impairment. The Fifth Circuit reasoned:
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By shoehorning a motive inquiry and materiality requirement into § 1129(a)(10), Windsor [the decision of the Eighth Circuit] warps the text of the Code, requiring a court to “deem” a claim unimpaired for purposes of § 1129(a)(10) even though it plainly qualifies as impaired under § 1124. Windsor’s motive inquiry is also inconsistent with § 1123(b)(1), which provides that a class “proponent” may impair or leave unimpaired any class of claims, and does not contain any indication that impairment must be driven by economic motives.16

The Fifth Circuit rejected the Eighth Circuit’s determination that allowing “artificial” impairment would render § 1129(a)(10) a “nullity.”17 Specifically, the court declared:

The Windsor court also reasoned that conditioning artificial impairment would “reduce [§ 1129(a)(10)] to a nullity.” But this logic sets the cart before the horse, resting on the unsupported assumption that Congress intended [for] § 1129(a)(10) to implicitly mandate a materiality requirement and motive inquiry. Moreover, it ignores the determinative role [that] § 1129(a)(10) plays in the typical single-asset bankruptcy, in which the debtor has negative equity and the secured creditor receives a deficiency claim that allows it to control the vote of the unsecured class. In such circumstances, secured creditors routinely invoke § 1129(a)(10) to block a cramdown, aided rather than impeded by the Code’s broad definition of impairment.18

In Village at Camp Bowie, Western was oversecured, and accordingly, § 1129(a)(10) did not aid Western’s attempt to thwart confirmation. Turning its attention to the good-faith requirement of § 1129(a)(3), the Fifth Circuit could not conclude that the lower court “erred in its § 1129(a)(3) analysis, particularly as we have recognized that a single-asset debtor’s desire to protect its equity can be a legitimate Chapter 11 objective.”19 The court noted that although artificial impairment alone does not evidence a lack of good faith where a single-asset debtor seeks to protect its equity through a chapter 11 plan, “the [§] 1129(a)(3) inquiry is fact-specific, fully empowering the bankruptcy courts to deal with chicanery.”20 The Fifth Circuit’s holding in Village at Camp Bowie will significantly alter the balance of power in plan negotiations and intensify the debate regarding the propriety of “artificial” impairment.

The importance of the Fifth Circuit’s holding in Village at Camp Bowie is well illustrated by a recent decision of the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Tennessee.21 In In re Village Green, the plan proponent was relying on the vote of a de minimis class of unsecured claims of approximately $2,400 that was being paid in full in two equal installments payable on the 30th and 60th day after the effective date.22 Not surprisingly, the undersecured creditor (which held an unsecured deficiency claim of in excess of $2 million) objected to confirmation.23 The plan proponent argued that the de minimis class, which had accepted the plan, was an impaired class for purposes satisfying § 1129(a)(10). In reversing and remanding the bankruptcy court on the issue of “artificial” impairment, the district court noted that the plan proponent “must demonstrate some economic justification for delaying [and thereby creating impairment] to the de minimis creditors.”24 In contrast, the Fifth Circuit’s holding in Village at Camp Bowie—depending on the applicable, controlling precedent, if any, or separate classification of the unsecured deficiency claim—would appear, on its face, to leave the door open for a plan proponent to attempt to use a de minimis class as an impaired accepting class for purposes of § 1129(a)(10).

[T]he ability to gerrymander or manipulate classes of creditors and to “artificially” impair classes of creditors is likely to affect venue choices as federal courts line up with the Eighth Circuit or the Ninth and Fifth Circuits.

Notably, bankruptcy courts in the most popular venues for filing business bankruptcy cases, the Southern District of New York and the District of Delaware, have addressed the propriety of utilizing the vote of an “artificially” impaired class to satisfy the requirement of § 1129(a)(10).25 The majority of these cases, following the Eighth Circuit, have denied confirmation under § 1129(a)(10) due to a lack of a legitimate business purpose (other than seeking to confirm a plan) for the impairment of the class of claims.26 There is, nevertheless, one case in the Southern District of New York in which the bankruptcy court does not address whether “artificial” impairment precludes a finding that § 1129(a)(10) has been satisfied because the court determined that the same underlying conduct constitutes bad faith under § 1129(a)(3).27

Conclusion

Absent guidance from the U.S. Supreme Court, the ability to gerrymander or manipulate classes of creditors and to “artificially” impair classes of creditors is likely to affect venue choices as federal courts line up with the Eighth Circuit or the Ninth and Fifth Circuits. “Artificial” impairment to satisfy § 1129(a)(10) is likely to be more successful in cases where (1) secured creditors are oversecured and (2) secured creditors are undersecured, in jurisdictions where there is no controlling precedent prohibiting the separate classification of unsecured deficiency claims.
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